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In recent years, the continuous development of smart healthcare has brought substantial convenience
to our lives, especially for emerging edge-enabled smart healthcare systems that transmit and store a
large amount of medical data. However, if private health data of users are leaked or tampered with, it
will cause enormous damage to users’ rights, even threatening the safety of their lives. Traditionally,
attribute-based encryption (ABE) is used to encrypt data and implement fine-grained access control for
such sensitive information. However, the computing overhead of traditional ABE is relatively large, and
in an edge-enabled environment, the outsourcing part of encryption and decryption to the edge node
can reduce the computing cost of resource-constrained devices for edge-enabled smart healthcare.
However, current schemes are not efficient for resource-constrained devices and edge nodes. Therefore,
an efficient ABE scheme is proposed that outsources part of the encryption and decryption to the edge
nodes as well as supports attribute updates, enabling flexible right control. A formal security proof is
provided, verifying that our scheme is secure under the Decisional Bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumption.
The performance of our scheme is evaluated at different security levels, and the experimental results
demonstrate that our scheme is more efficient for resource-constrained devices than the traditional
ABE.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) [1] has
rought many IoT devices into our lives, such as smart health-
are [2–4] and smart home [5], and has significantly improved
ser convenience. For example, smart healthcare significantly
acilitates the interaction between patients and medical staff,
.e., medical staff can obtain the medical records and the latest
iagnosis and treatment reports on each patient at any time,
s well as quickly diagnose an illness and develop treatment
lans at any time. Smart healthcare devices usually use cloud
ervices to store and handle data [6–8]. The medical data being
ploaded to an intelligent medical system includes users’ private
ata. If the data is leaked, a significant amount of damage may be
aused to users [9]. In general, when data is transmitted through
network, the data needs to be processed to some extent using

echniques such as desensitization and encrypted transmission,
o protect the security and privacy of the data [10]. However,
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a large number of computing operations cannot be performed
on sensors with limited resources. Recently, a novel computing
paradigm (edge computing) was proposed, which is a potential
solution to this problem. Edge computing proposes to deploy
edge devices around the sensor and process the data, to reduce
the network transmission time and to improve the efficiency
and latency of data processing [11–13]. Fig. 1 shows the current
edge-enabled three-layer smart healthcare architecture, including
cloud servers, edge nodes, and sensor devices. For example, in
smart healthcare, the ECG data of patients are uploaded to edge
nodes on the cloud for processing, and finally the processed data
is sent to medical personnel. However, denying unauthorized
users the access to private data is a problem to be solved.

In recent years, access control technologies have been pro-
posed as a solution to the problem of unauthorized users illegally
accessing protected network resources. However, traditional ac-
cess control, i.e., role-based access control, cannot guarantee the
confidentiality of data storage and a fine-grained access control.
In recent years, attribute-based encryption (ABE) has been uti-
lized to improve and implement fine-grained access control to
confidential data [14–16]. ABE is a public key encryption tech-
nology that binds a series of attributes with a user’s identity. By
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Fig. 1. An example of three-layer smart healthcare architecture.

etting a set of attributes and access structures, only the users
aving attributes that match to the access structure can gain
ccess through the security of the access structure, i.e., they can

obtain the decryption key for the data. This process can real-
ize one-to-many communication and fine-grained access control,
which is more suitable for the sharing of healthcare records
between doctors and users. However, the primary concern in
most ABE schemes is that the operations used (i.e., pairing op-
eration and exponential) in the encryption and decryption al-
gorithms are computationally intensive, which is a significant
burden on resource-constrained devices, especially for edge de-
vices and health sensors [17,18]. Performing complex operations
on resource constrained sensors and end-users is a challenging
problem. In recent years, outsource attribute-based encryption
(OABE) has been proposed to mitigate this problem [19,20]. In
an edge-enabled environment, partial encryption and partial de-
cryption can be outsourced to the cloud, to reduce the computing
load of devices with limited resource.

The OABE scheme entrusts heavy operations to other entities,
such as the edge nodes. Users and sensors only need to perform
lightweight operations. Compared with the cloud, the edge node
is the closest to the information sensor and the user, which
can partially encrypt and partially decrypt data more effectively
and quickly. In addition, the calculation load of the sensor is
reduced. However, most of the current outsourcing encryption
and decryption schemes are not sufficiently effective and cannot
complete the attribute update operation. Even if some load are
outsourced to the edge nodes, the remaining load on data owners
and data users linearly increases with the number of attributes
and is still a heavy burden for resource constrained devices [17].

Therefore, we need to consider maintaining the load that the
data owner and data user need to calculate within an acceptable
range.

In this paper, we propose an efficient and attribute-based
access control scheme supported by outsourcing, for edge enabled
smart healthcare. Compared with the traditional attribute en-
cryption scheme, we outsource partial encryption and decryption
operations to the edge nodes, to reduce the computing load
of resource-constrained devices and to protect the privacy and
security of medical data. At the same time, the scheme supports
attribute updating, which improves the efficiency of the scheme.
Our scheme makes the following contributions:
487
• We studied a scenario involving novel edge-enabled smart
healthcare and adapted the traditional ABE with outsourcing
encryption and decryption support.

• We improved the efficiency of the OABE scheme, reducing
the burden of resource-constrained devices, such as sensors.
This makes our scheme more suitable for smart healthcare.
In addition, our scheme supports attribute updates, thus
increasing the security of medical data.

• We proved the security of the proposed scheme under the
Decisional Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) assumption, and
the experimental results show that the proposed scheme is
efficient for smart healthcare.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we discuss related works. Section 3 describes the use
of preparatory knowledge. We introduce the security model in
Section 4, followed by the proposed scheme in Section 5. Then, we
prove the security of our scheme based on the security model and
the DBDH assumption in Section 6. In Section 7, we analyze the
performance of our scheme. Finally, we summarize of our study
and discuss future work in Section 8.

2. Related work

In this section, we reviewed a series of related works, in terms
of cloud-based and edge-based smart healthcare systems, ABE-
based access control schemes, and outsourcing ABE-based access
control schemes.

2.1. Smart healthcare systems

In recent years, the development of smart healthcare has
also been quite rapid. Based on the cloud model, many smart
healthcare systems have been proposed gradually [21,22]. The
system improves the performance of a smart healthcare system.
For example, Zhang et al. [23] proposed a four-layer and patient-
centered system for the cloud-based smart healthcare system,
including data collection, data management, parallel computing,
and data-oriented service. In recent years, edge computing has
become increasingly popular [11,24]. The edge node is the closest
to the limited resource devices and has strong computing power,
and some edge-based smart healthcare systems are proposed.
Zhang et al.had summarized some video-based smarted health-
care systems in [25], where video analytics is a typical application
domain. Wu et al. [26] created an emergency medical service to
provide rapid medical treatment for patients in need of first aid.
Their medical data will be uploaded to the public platform in
advance so that the hospital can prepare to improve the efficiency
of first aid before patients’ arrival. However, the above systems
cannot meet the security requirements well. To realize the cal-
culation of security encryption in intelligent medical treatment,
Sun et al. [27] encrypted the health data onto full homomorphic
encryption (FHE). To solve the problems of privacy and efficiency,
Cai et al. [28] introduced a novel medical record of the mobile
cloud to enhance information security without compromising too
much performance. However, these systems didn′t provide access
control for these medical records.

2.2. Attribute-based encryption

With the development of smart healthcare [29], people in-
creasingly value their personal information not only the security
of their biological characteristics [30,31] but also the security of
personal information data. To better protect data privacy and
realize communication between medical staff and patients, only
relevant medical staff can access private data. Fine-grain access
control is required to achieve this. Thus, some access control
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chemes had been proposed [19,32] for the smart healthcare sys-
em. For example, Chen et al. [32] provided a new role-based ac-
ess control that could be used for medical resource information
ata. Medical data could be tracked and further authorized access
ould be made to the system resources. Only authorized users
ould access it. With the development of cloud computing and big
ata, the ABE scheme is gradually emerging and has more flexible
ata access control. Typically, the ABE scheme is divided into Key-
olicy Attribute-based Encryption (KP-ABE) [15] and Ciphertext-
olicy Attribute-based Encryption (CP-ABE) [33]. In [34], Narayan
t al.proposed a privacy-protection access control scheme based
n ABE for patients. Attrapadung et al.proposed a constant ci-
hertext size KP-ABE scheme [35] with a non-monotonic access
tructure. Water et al. [36] proposed a CP-ABE scheme which can
llow the attribute formula for the encryption program to specify
he access control to realize an efficient access control strategy.

.3. Outsourcing attribute-based encryption

As the emerging of edge computing, Dash et al. [37] proposed
method on how to make the security algorithm more effective

n smart healthcare by fog computing and edge computing. Thus,
e can improve the efficiency of the system by outsourcing
ncryption and decryption to the edge nodes. Using the ABE-
ased scheme for cloud storage service can not only ensure the
ecurity of data but also provide fine-grained access control of
ata. However, the computation cost of ABE is usually very large,
ncluding many pairing operations and exponential operations.
herefore, this greatly limited their use of resource-constrained
evices (such as information sensors or mobile devices). The ABE
omputation complexity will increase linearly as the number of
ttributes associated with ABE [38]. In order to reduce the com-
uting burden of resource-constrained devices, some schemes
uggested that some decryption operations could be outsourced
o cloud servers or other proxy nodes. At present, most of the
utsourcing schemes are about outsourcing the decryption parts
ith the cloud server. The outsourcing decryption scheme is
roposed for some CP-ABE schemes [19]. Yao et al. [39] proposed
novel outsourcing ABE system that can support outsourcing
ey generation and outsourcing decryption and can verify the
esults returned by the third party. Liu et al. [40] proposed an
ABE scheme for outsourcing decryption, besides, it also supports
ttribute revocation and policy updating. In the smart healthcare
ystem, the OABE scheme of outsourcing encryption and decryp-
ion to edge nodes is more efficient than the OABE scheme on the
loud.

. Preliminary

.1. Bilinear pairings

Let G1 and G2 be two groups with the same prime order
p, while g1 and g2 are the generator for the groups of G1 and
G2, respectively. Zp refers to the prime p-order cyclic group. In
addition, a bilinear mapping e: G1 × G1 → G2 is chosen with the
following properties:

(1) Bilinearity: ∀g1, g2 ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp, among them, a and
b are elements in Zp, e(ga

1 , g
b
2 ) = e(g1, g2)ab.

(2) Non-degeneracy: Exists g1, g2 ∈ G1, that e(g1, g2) ̸=1.
(3) Computability: For each g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G1, e(g1, g2) is an

admissible algorithm.
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3.2. Decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumption

Let g be the generators of a group G. Given random values
x, y, z ∈ Zp and a bilinear mapping e: G1 × G1 → G2, while
2 is a group, as well as have element L ∈ G2. The DBDH
ssumption is that no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm Q
an distinguish with more than a negligible advantage between
uple (g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)xyz) and tuple (g, gx, gy, gz , L), while the
advantage δ of algorithm Q is as follows:

δ = |Pr[Q (g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)) = 0]
− Pr[Q (g, gx, gy, gz, L) = 0]|

(1)

3.3. Access tree

In our paper, the access structure is described as an access
tree T . Each leaf node of T represents one attribute, and each
non-leaf node represents a threshold gate. numa represents the
number of child nodes of a node, andkarepresents the number
of the threshold value, while 0 < ka ≤ numa. In this case, the
non-leaf could hide the security by some schemes, i.e., security
sharing with (ka, numa) threshold, and can be recovered by ka
child nodes. Among them, the ka value of leaf nodes is 1. In
addition, some functions are defined to describe the access tree.
Parent(n) being used to get the parent of the node n. index(n)
represents the order value of a node n when calculating the value
of Parent(n). attr(n) represents the attribute of the leaf node n.
Typically, the structure of a parent node n with some child nodes
is structured by a random polynomial while the polynomial order
is the threshold kn, and dn = kn- 1. When the attributes owned
by the user satisfy the attributes of access tree T , the secret value
of the node can be obtained. When the user’s attribute does not
satisfy the access tree T , the user cannot decrypt the ciphertext.
For example, assume the threshold value of the access tree is
2, and the leaf node attribute of the access subtree is {A1, A2,
A3}. When the user′s attribute is {A1, A4, A5}, it does not satisfy
any two attributes of the access tree, the secret value cannot be
recovered by linear secret sharing. If the attributes of the user
satisfy the attributes of the access tree, the secret value of the
root node can be finally accessed. Thus, the final plaintext can be
obtained by decrypting the ciphertext with the private key.

4. System model and security model

4.1. System model

Fig. 2 introduces the main structure of our scheme, including
the Cloud Server, Edge Node, Key Authority (KA), Data Owner
(DO), and Data User (DU). The cloud layer contains remote cloud
servers and the edge nodes and KA belongs to the edge layer,
while the DO and DU belong to the IoT layer. The roles played
by the five participants in the scheme are as follows.

Cloud Service: The cloud server is a trusted party, providing
storage functions. It is used to receive the ciphertext from the
edge node, and then store and send the ciphertext to the edge
node. Furthermore, the cloud also performs ciphertext updating
when related attributes are updated.

Edge Node: The edge node receives the locally encrypted
ciphertext from the data owner, performs further encryption
operations, then, it sends the encrypted ciphertext to the cloud
service. Other edge nodes also receive the ciphertext from the
cloud server and performing partial decryption operations, but
it cannot get any content in the ciphertext. Edge nodes can be
gateways, mobile phones, etc.

Key Authority (KA): In our system, KA is a fully trusted entity.
KA is responsible for managing the setting of global parameters
and the ability to send public keys and private keys. KA is also
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Fig. 2. System architecture.
esponsible for the production of system parameters and the
egistration of users, by generating private key SK for each user.
KA generates the update key KEYct for the cloud service, the
update key KEYj→o for the users that have already updated, and
the update key KEYno for the users that have not.

Data Owner (DO): DO first needs to implement a local en-
cryption algorithm for the message, after which the encrypted
message will be uploaded to the nearby edge node. DO is usually
an information sensor, such as an ECG machine, etc.

Data User (DU): Because DU is usually a device with resource-
constrained. After obtaining the partially decrypted ciphertext
from edge nodes, DU performs remained decryption operations.
DU is usually terminal equipment, such as a computer, mobile
phone, etc.

In our system, TA will first run the Setup algorithm, generate
the master key MK and the public key PK , and send the PK to
DO. Then KA runs the KeyGeneration algorithm to generate the
local private key SK local and private key SK . SK is sent to the edge
node and SK local is sent to DU. Next, DO runs the LocalEncryption
encryption algorithm to generate part of the ciphertext CTlocal, and
sends the CTlocal to the edge node. The edge node executes the
OutsourcedEncryption algorithm, generates the ciphertext CT and
sends the ciphertext CT to the cloud service. The cloud service
sends the CT to another edge node. The edge nodes run the
Decryptout algorithm to decrypt the CT , output the CTpart , and send
it to DU. DU runs the Decryptlocal algorithm to get message M .

4.2. Definition

Setup(λ)→ PK, MK : First, KA runs the setup algorithm. A security
parameter λ is inputted and the setup algorithm output the public
key PK and the master key MK.
KeyGeneration(S, MK )→ SK local, SK . This algorithm is used to
generate a private key for the user. The algorithm inputs the
attribute set S and the master key MK . Then, the outsourcing key
SK and the local private key SK local are output.
LocalEncryption(M , PK, T )→ CTlocal: In order not to let the edge
node know the content of the message, first, DO run a local
encryption algorithm to encrypt message M . This local encryption
489
algorithm inputs the access structures T , as well as the master
key PK and the Message M , Then the algorithm outputs part of
the ciphertext CTlocal.
OutsourcedEncryption(T , Clocal, PK )→ CT : After receiving some
encrypted ciphertext, the edge node encrypts it in the next step.
In the outsourcing encryption algorithm, we need to input access
structure T , public key PK, partial ciphertext Clocal. Finally, the
outsourcing encryption algorithm outputs ciphertext CT.
Decryptout (CT, SK )→ CTpart : After the edge node decrypts the
ciphertext partially to reduce the computing load of resource-
constrained devices. The algorithm inputs ciphertext CT and pri-
vate key SK , and outputs CTpart .
Decryptlocal(CTpart , SK local)→ M: After the DU receives the partially
decrypted ciphertext, if the owned attribute-related private key
matches the access tree T , then the message M can be obtained
by running the Decryptlocal algorithm. First, the algorithm inputs
part of ciphertext CTpart and local private key SK local, then outputs
the output message M .
UpdateKeyGen(PK, MK, SK, mj, mo)→(KEYj→o, KEYno, KEYct ): In
order to update the user’s attributes, the old attribute mj is
assuming to be updated with a new attribute mo. We call mj the
attribute to be updated, and the user who updates the containing
attribute from mj to mo is called the updated user. Users with
mj attribute that are not-updated are called not-updated users.
The update key can be obtained by running the UpdateKeyGen
algorithm through KA. By inputting public key PK, master key
MK, outsourcing private key SK, and attributes mj and mo, the
algorithm outputs the update private key of the user’s private key
KEYj→o, KEYno, KEYct .
UpdateSK 1(SK, KEYj→o)→ SKupdate: This update algorithm is run
by users who have already been updated. The algorithm updates
and outputs the private key SK update, with the inputs of the key
SK and the update key KEYj→o.
UpdateSK2(SK, KEYno)→ SKunupdate: This update algorithm is run
by users who are not updated. The algorithm inputs the private
key SK, update the key KEYno, and outputs the updated private
key SKunupdate.
UpdateCT (CT, KEYct )→ CTupdate: This ciphertext update algorithm
is run by the Cloud Server. Ciphertext CT and updates key KEYct
are inputting first, followed by the output update ciphertext
CT .
update
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.3. Security model

In this model, an adversary can query the secret key of an
ttribute set S and get any public key, but these private keys

cannot be directly used to decrypt the challenge’s ciphertext. We
provide the following formal definition as:
Init. First, we define the adversary as A and the challenger as C.
dversary A sends an access structure T to Challenger C.
etup. The Setup algorithm is executed by Challenger C and then

the public key PK is sent to Adversary A.
Phase 1. Adversary A can adaptively send any attribute set to
Challenger C, and adversary A can query the private key of
attribute set S (The attribute set queried by A cannot match
the access structure T ). Then, for attribute set S , Challenger C
runs the KeyGeneration algorithm and sends the private key SK
corresponding to the attribute set to adversary A. When his
attribute set needs to be updated, adversary A will also query the
update key (The new attribute set does not satisfy the require-
ment of access structure T). In this case, Challenger C runs the
UpdateKeyGen algorithm and sends the updated key associated
with the new attribute set to adversary A.
Challenge. Adversary A submits two messages of equal length
M0, M1 to challenger C. Challenger C flips a random coin b and
encrypts Mb with access structure T by running algorithm Local
encryption and outsourced encryption to generate the ciphertext
CT. Ciphertext CT is sent to adversary A.
Phase 2. Adversary A can query more update keys and private
keys for other attribute sets (But in this case, the update keys and
private keys cannot decrypt ciphertext CT ).
Guess. Adversary A output a guess b′ of b. In this game, the
advantage of adversary A is defined as:

Adv(A) = |Pr(b′
= b) −

1
2
| (2)

5. Our construction

In our construction, we elaborate on the setup, key Generation,
local encryption, outsourcing encryption, outsourcing decryption,
local decryption, attribute update algorithms defined above.

5.1. Setup

Setup(λ) → PK, MK : First, the implicit parameter λ needs to
be input. Define the universe of attributes P = {m1, m2, . . . , mn}.
Let G1 be a bilinear group of the prime order q, and let g be
generator of G1. Let bilinear map e: G1 × G1 → G2. Define
hash function F : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and the Lagrange coefficient
i,P (x) =

∏
p∈P,p̸=i

x−p
i−p for any i ∈ Zp. Then algorithm randomly

selects two integers α, β ∈ Zp, and for each mj ∈ P , selects a
random nj ∈ Zp, then let PK j = gnj . Finally, the algorithm outputs
PK =

(
G1,H (·) , g, h = gβ , e (g, g) α,

(
PKj = gnj |mj ∈ P

))
, and

the master key MK = (β, gα, (nj|mj ∈ P)).

5.2. Key generation

KeyGeneration(S, MK )→ SKlocal, SK : This algorithm selects two
random r , t ∈R Zq, then for each attribute j ∈ S, selects rj ∈R Zq.
The algorithm outputs the user local private key SKlocal = (d =

g
α+r
β , t) and private key SK = (d = g

α+r
β , ∀mj ∈ S : Dj0 =

g rn−1
j H j rj )t ,D = g rjtn

−1
j ).
( ) j1

490
5.3. Outsourcing encryption

This phase consists of two algorithms: Local encryption and
Outsourcing encryption.

LocalEncryption(M , PK, T )→ CTlocal: This algorithm is used to
encrypt the message M with the access tree T , while M ∈ G2. For
he root node R, the algorithm selects a random value s ∈R Zq.
1 and T2 are subtrees of T and T = T1 ∪ T2. The algorithm

chooses a 1-degree polynomial q(·) that qR(0) = s, and selects
1, s2 ∈R Zq, let qR(1) = s1, qR(2) = s2. The T2 includes only one
irtual attribute. Then, the algorithm outputs partial ciphertext

local = (C∼
= Me(g, g)αs, C = hs, ∀y ∈ Y2: Cy = gqy(0)n−1

j ,
′
y = H(att (y))qy(0)nj ).
OutsourcedEncryption(T, Clocal, PK )→ CT : Firstly, x is a node of

he sub-tree T1. For each node x ∈ T1, the algorithm chooses
polynomial qx, starting from the root node R1 of the sub-tree

1 and selects polynomial in a top-down fashion to build that
ccess tree T1. The selected polynomial qx is with the degree
x according to the definition in T1, as mentioned in Section 3,
hile dx = kx- 1, performing a (kx, numx) threshold. Note that
he value of R1 has been calculated before as qR1 (x) = s1. The
alue of child node c of parent node parent(c) is calculated by
he equation as qc (0) = qparent(c) (index (x)), and the algorithm
andomly chooses coefficients to build the polynomial qx. The leaf
ode is the attribute node and the attribute set is indicated as
1. Then, the algorithm outputs CTout = (T1, ∀y ∈ Y1 : Cy =
qy(0)nj , C ′

y = H(att (y))qy(0)nj ).
The whole ciphertext is given as follows: CT = (T , C∼

=

e(g, g)αs, C = hs, ∀y ∈ Y : Cy = gqy(0)nj , C ′
y = H(att (y))qy(0)nj ).

.4. Outsourcing decryption

For decrypted users whose computing power is limited, the
lgorithm chooses outsourcing decryption to reduce their com-
uting load. This phase includes the following two algorithms:
ecryptout and Decryptlocal.
Decryptout (CT, SK )→ CTpart : Our decryption algorithm is a re-

ursive algorithm. If the attribute set of the user meet the access
tructure T , then using the algorithm, the user can successfully
ecrypts the ciphertext. If the y is a leaf node, let i = att(y).
hen y does not exist in the user’s private key, the node outputs
ecNode(CT, SK, y) = ⊥. If a user has attribute y in his private key,
hen the algorithm calculates the algorithm:

DecNode(CT , SK , y) =
e(Cy, di0)
e(di1, C ′

y)

=
e(gqy(0)nj , g rtn−1

j H(j)njt )

e(g rjtn
−1
j ,H(att(y)))

qy(0)nj

= e(g, g)rtqy(0)

(3)

When y is a non-leaf node, for each child node c , it performs
the recursive algorithm DecryptNode(CT , SK , c) to obtain the value
and save that as Fc in the set Sy. The algorithm could recover the
value Fy of y by calculated as follows:

Fy = (
∏
c∈Sy

Fc)∆i,Sy(0)

= (e(g, g)
∑

c∈Sy rqc (0)t )∆i,Sy(0)

= e(g, g)
∑

c∈Sy trqparent(c)(index(c))∆i,Sy(0)

= e(g, g)rt
∑

c∈Sy qy(i)∆i,Sy(0)

= e(g, g)rtqy(0)

(4)

Finally, ciphertext can be obtained: CTpart = (T , C∼
=

Me g, g αs, C = h , F ).
( ) s R
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Decryptlocal(CTpart , SKlocal)→ M: In this algorithm, the message
M is obtained by inputting CT and SK. The algorithm for the fully
ecrypting ciphertext is as follows:

∼

C(FR)
1
t

e(C, d)
=

Me(g,g)αs

e(hs,g
α+r
β )

e(g, g)rs
= M (5)

5.5. Attribute update

5.5.1. Update key generation
UpdateKeyGen(PK, MK, SK, mj, mo) → (KEYj→o, KEYno, KEYct ).

This algorithm generates the update key KEYj→o, KEYno and KEYct
to update attribute mj with mo, by entering PK, MK, SK, and
attributes mj, mo. The detail of this algorithm is described as
follows: Firstly, the algorithm generates the private key KEYj→o
y the equation KEYj→o = nj/no, which is used to update the
ser’s private key SK . Secondly, the algorithm selects a random
umber nv ∈ Zp(nj ̸= nv) for each user who does not have
he attribute mj. Here KEYno = nj/nv . In addition, the KEYct is
generated to update ciphertext where KEYct = nv/nj. Finally, the
public key of new attribute mo is PK o = (PKj)KEYct = (gnj )nv/nj =

gnv .

5.5.2. Private key update for updated users
UpdateSK1(SK , KEY j→o)→ SK update: When the user receives the

update key KEY j→o used to update the private key SK , the user’s
private key can be updated by using the following algorithm 1 as
shown below.

Algorithm 1: UpdateSK1

Input: SK ,KEYj→o
Output: Some parameters of SKupdate
orall ∀mi ∈ S\{mj} do

Di0 = (g rn−1
i H(i)ri )t;

Di1 = (g)ritn
−1
i ;

nd

o0 = (g rn−1
j KEYj→oH(o)ro )t;

o1 = (g)rotn
−1
j KEYj→o;

Kupdate = {d, ∀mi ∈ S\{mj}: Di0, Di1; Do0, Do1}

5.5.3. Private key update for not-updated users
UpdateSK2(SK, KEYno)→ SKunupdate: When each non-updated

user receives an update key KEYno to update their private key
K, the user’s private key can be updated by using the following
lgorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: UpdateSK2

Input: SK ,KEYno
Output: Some parameters of SKunupdate
orall ∀mi ∈ S\{mj} do

Di0 = (g rn−1
i H(j)ri )t;

Di1 = (g)ritn
−1
i ;

nd

j0 = (g rn−1
j KEYnoH(j)rj )t;

j1 = (g)rjtn
−1
j KEYno

;

Kunupdate = {d, ∀mi ∈ S\{mj}: Di0, Di1; Dj0, Dj1}

5.5.4. Update of the ciphertext
UpdateCT (CT, KEYct )→ CTupdate: When new users join, we need

o ensure that they can decrypt the original ciphertext, so we
eed to update the previous ciphertext. For attribute nj to be
pdated, we use the following algorithm 3 to update it.
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Algorithm 3: UpdateCT
Input: CT , KEYct
Output: Some parameters of CTupdate
forall ∀mi = att(y) ∈ Y do

if mi = mj then
Ey0 = gqy(0)ni;

Ey1 = H(att(y))qy(0)ni ;
else

Ey0 = gqy(0)niKEYct ;
Ey1 = H(att(y))qy(0)niKEYct

end
end

CTupdate = {T,
∼

C , C , ∀mi = att(y) ∈ Y , Ey0, Ey1}

6. Security proof

In this section, we will prove that the proposed scheme is
secure under the assumption of DBDH.

Theorem 1. Suppose there exists a probabilistic-polynomial time
adversary that can break our scheme with an ignored advantage
that is the advantage ϕ > 0. At the same time, there is also a
probabilistic-polynomial time algorithm Q , which can distinguish a
DBDH tuple from a random tuple with the advantage of ϕ

2 .

roof. Let G1 be a bilinear group of prime order q, and its gener-
ator is g . Let bilinear map e: G1 × G1 → G2. First, Challenger C
randomly selects x, y, z ∈ Zp, a random element F ∈ G2 and flips
a fair binary coin b. If b = 0, challenger C sets (g, X, Y , Z, L) =

(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)xyz), where L = e(g, g)xyz ; otherwise it set (g ,
X , Y , Z , L) = (g, gx, gy, gz, F ), where L = F . In the next game, we
set up algorithm δ to play the role of Challenger C.

Init. First, Adversary A selects an access structure T ∗ and declares
that it wants to be challenged and then sends the access structure
T ∗ to Q .
Setup. Q need to provides public key PK to adversary A. Q runs
the setup algorithm, generates a random α′

∈ Zp and calculates
α = α′+ xy. Then it set u = e(g, g)α = e(g, g)α

′

e(g, g)xy, h = gβ
=

gy
= Y . For each mj ∈ P , Q choose a random sj and computes

PK j = gβs−1
j = gnj . If mj ∈ T ∗, then nj = βs−1

j ; otherwise, where
sj = nj, then PK j = g sj = gnj . Then, Q sends the public key PK
= {u, h, PKj

⏐⏐mj ∈ P
}
to adversary A.

Phase 1. In the stage, adversary A submits any attribute set to Q ,
and then Q runs the KeyGeneration algorithm to generate private
key SK and send it to A. First, Q randomly selects an r ′

∈ Zp,
and then it calculates r = r ′- xy. Then we can get D = g

α+r
β =

α′
+xy+r′−xy

β = g
α′

+r′
y . For each mj ∈ S, if mj ∈ T ∗, Q compute

Dj0 = (g r ′β−1sjH(j)rj )t = (g r ′n−1
j H(j)rj )t , Dj1 = g rjtβ−1sj = g rjtn

−1
j ;

therwise, Dj0 = (g r ′s−1
j H(j)rj )t = (g r ′n−1

j H(j)rj )t , Dj1 = g rjts
−1
j =

rjtn
−1
j . Then it can get the value of the private key SK and value

t and send them to adversary A. For the old attribute mj, a new
ttribute mo will be generated to update that. and the condition
ust be met so that the new attribute o does not meet T ∗ at the

same time. Then, Q sets the update key as KEYj→o = nj/no.
Challenge. First, adversary A submits two messages M0, M1 and
sends them to Q . Q sends T ∗ to the DO, and then the DO ran-
domly selects z∈R Zq, and z1, z2 ∈R Zq. Then calculate C∼

=

Mbe(g, g)αz = Mbe(g, g)(a
′
+xy)z

= MbLe(g, g)α
′z , C = hz

=

gβz
= Zgβ . Q sends T ∗ to edge node to construct vi of s for all
related attribute nj. At the same time, vi is randomly selected
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able 1
unctional comparison
Scheme OABE-E OABE-D OABE-ED Our scheme

Outsourcing encryption ✓ × ✓ ✓
Outsourcing decryption × ✓ ✓ ✓
Attribute update × × × ✓

from RZq. Edge node compute Ci = gnivi , C ′

i = H(att(i))nivi . The
dge node then returns these values to Q . Finally, Q gets CT
(T ∗, C∼

= Mbe(g, g)α
′z , C = hz

= Zgβ , {Ci = gnivi , C ′

i =

(att(i))nivi | ∀mj ∈ T ∗
}
). Then Q sends the CT to adversary A.

hase 2. The same as Phase 1.
uess. Adversary A submits a guess b′ of b. if b′

= b, then
putouts 0, which means T = e(g, g)xyz ; otherwise, T = F

nd Q outputs 1. If T = e(g, g)xyz , then CT is an available
ciphertext. At the same time, the advantage of A is ϕ. There-
fore, Pr[Q (g, gx, gy, gz, L = e(g, g)xyz) = 0] =

1
2 + ϕ. If T

f , Then ciphertext CT is completely randomly selected, then
r[Q (g, gx, gy, gz, L = F ) = 0] =

1
2 . Thus, in this game, the

dvantage δ of algorithm Q can be expressed in the following
orm.

δ =
1
2
Pr[Q (g, gx, gy, gz, L = e(g, g)xyz) = 0]

+ Pr[Q (g, gx, gy, gz, L = F ) = 0] −
1
2

=
1
2
(
1
2

+ ϕ +
1
2
) −

1
2

=
ϕ

2

(6)

7. Performance analysis

In this part, we compare our scheme with the other three
schemes, Li et al. [41], Li et al. [42], and Asim et al. [43] respec-
tively. Then, we will compare our scheme with other schemes
from the following two aspects. The functions and the com-
putation overhead of the scheme are analyzed respectively. It
mainly focuses on the function of the scheme, whether it supports
outsourcing encryption, outsourcing decryption, and update func-
tion. The encryption time and decryption time of each scheme are
compared.

To simplify, we label the Li et al.’s schemes [41] supporting
outsourcing encryption as OABE-E, label Li et al.’s schemes [42]
as OABE-D, which support outsourcing decryption ABE which
checkability, and label Asim et al. [43] as OABE-ED that supports
outsourcing encryption and decryption.

7.1. Functions

The comparison from the function view is concluded in
Table 1. The OABE-E scheme can only support the function of
outsourcing encryption, OABE-D can only support the outsourcing
decryption, and OABE-ED contains both outsourcing encryption
and outsourcing decryption functions. However, all of these do
not support the attribute update function. In our scheme, we
not only support the function of the outsourcing encryption and
decryption but also add the function of attribute updates.

7.2. Computing overhead

Our computing cost mainly comes from the private key gen-
eration stage of Key Authority, the local data encryption phase
of the Data Owner, the outsourcing encryption phase, and the
outsourcing decryption phase from the edge node or the proxy,
and the local data decryption phase from the Data User.
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Table 2
Notations.
Notations Description

E1 Exponentiation or multiplication in group G1
E2 Exponentiation or multiplication in group G2
e Pairing operation in group G2
Su The number of attributes related to the user′s private key
c The number of attributes related to ciphertext
s The least internal node to satisfy the access structure is satisfied.

Fig. 3. Private key generation time.

7.2.1. Theoretical calculation loads analysis
For ease of understanding, Table 2 summarizes the symbols

used in the following theoretical analysis, and in Table 3, we can
see the comparison of our scheme and the calculation cost of
schemes by OABE-E, OABE-D, and OABE-ED, in the key generation
stages, encryption stages and decryption stages.

In Table 3, we can see that our scheme has nearly half less
computing load than OABE-D′s scheme. Our scheme is the same
as OABE-E′s scheme, but more (Su- 6) E1 than OABE-ED′s scheme.
This is because in our scheme, to ensure the data security, mul-
tiple private keys are generated. In the encryption phase, we
outsource part of the encryption to the edge nodes so as to reduce
the computing load of resource-limited devices such as DO. The
calculation load of OABE-D′s scheme and OABE-ED′s scheme in
the local decryption phase is larger than OABE-E′s scheme and
our scheme. This is because in OABE-D′s scheme, encryption is
not outsourced to edge nodes or the proxy and OABE-ED′s scheme
needs to generate all ciphertext, which then the proxy is required
to re-encrypt the ciphertext. In the decryption phase, because
OABE-E′s scheme does not contain the outsourcing decryption
operation, for the calculation load on DU, OABE-E′s scheme is
much higher than the other three schemes. In our scheme, e+
2E2 and 2Sue+ 2sE2 are used to represent the computing load of
DU and edge nodes respectively. The computing load of the edge
nodes or the proxy in OABE-D′s scheme and OABE-ED′s scheme
is higher than that in our scheme, and the computational load of
our DU is almost the same. Therefore, in general, our scheme is
more efficient than the other three schemes.
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Table 3
The computing overhead comparison of the four schemes.

Scheme OABE-E OABE-D OABE-ED Our scheme

Key generation (1+4Su)E1 (7Su+5)E1 (3Su+7)E1 (1+4Su)E1
Encryption on DO 2E2+3E1 2E2+(2+2c)E1 (c+2)E1+E2 2E2+3E1
Encryption on Edge Node 2cE1 – (2c+1)E1 2(c-1)E1
Decryption on DU (1+2Su)e+(2s+2)E2 E1 E2 e+2E2
Decryption on Edge Node – (2Su+2)e+2sE2 (2Su+1)e+(Su+2s+1)E2 2Sue+2sE2
Key update for updated user – – – E1
Key update for non-updated user – – – E1
Ciphertext update – – – E1
Fig. 4. Total encryption or decryption time.
Fig. 5. Encryption time on DO or edge node.
.2.2. Experimental analysis
The operating system used in the experiments is Ubuntu

8.04.3 with Intel Core i5-7500 CPU@3.40 GHz and 16GB of mem-
ry. The GMP library (version 6.1.2) is applied to implement large
nteger operations. The PBC library (version 0.5.14) is applied to
mplement pairing calculations and then we chose the type-A
urve, with the security level of 80-bit and 128-bit.
Generally, the experimental encryption time is mainly com-

osed of two operations: exponential operation and multiplica-
ion operation. Therefore, in our experiment, when the security
evel is 80 bit and 128 bit respectively, we run each opera-
ion 1000 times, and finally, calculate the average value of each
peration. For the group G1, the time of index calculation is
.125 ms and 15.053 ms respectively. For the group G2, the time
f calculation is 1.124 ms and 15.083 ms respectively. In addition,
he time of linear pairing operation is 0.548 ms and 28.192 ms,
493
respectively. Based on these basic calculation time, we compare
the performance of our scheme with the other three schemes.

From Fig. 3, no matter under the 80-bit security level or 128-
bit security level, we can see that the private key generation
calculation time of OABE-D′s scheme is longer than that of our
scheme. The calculation time of the private key generation of
our scheme is slightly longer than that of OABE-ED′s scheme
because in the private key generation stages of our scheme, we
have generated multiple private keys to ensure the security of
encryption. However, private key generation is calculated on KA
without resource limitation. KA is not a limited resource node.
It can do some calculations, so it is acceptable. In Fig. 4(a), the
total encryption time of four schemes is compared. We can see
that only the OABE-ED′s scheme are higher than that of the other
three schemes, The total encryption time of our scheme is almost
the same as that of OABE-E′s scheme and OABE-D′s scheme.
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Fig. 6. Decryption time on DU or edge node.
n Fig. 4(b), we compare the total decryption time of the four
chemes. Only OABE-D′s scheme is larger than the other schemes,
nd the total decryption time of our scheme is almost the same
s OABE-E′s scheme and OABE-ED′s scheme. In these figures, we

can see that the encryption and decryption time increases with
the number of attributes. From Fig. 5(a), the calculation time of
our scheme is less than OABE-ED′s scheme. We outsource some
encryption operations to edge nodes to reduce the computational
load of sensors. The data owner’s encryption time is a very
small constant value under the two bit security levels, 5.623 ms
and 75.325 ms respectively, which greatly reduces the computing
load of resource-constrained sensors. In Fig. 5(b), we can see that
the encryption calculation time of our scheme on the edge node
is less than that of OABE-ED′s scheme. The computing load of
the edge nodes is reduced. Fig. 6(a) shows the comparison of
encryption time between our scheme and OABE-ED′s scheme. Be-
cause we need to pair the ciphertext once, our scheme has more
matching time than OABE-ED′s scheme. One time pairing time
is 5.48 ms and 28.192 ms respectively, and now the data owners
are generally mobile phones or computer terminals, which have
certain computing power. Therefore, a certain amount of calcu-
lation is acceptable to users. In Fig. 6(b), the decryption time of
OABE-ED′s scheme at the edge node is longer than that of our
scheme. In contrast, our scheme reduces the computing load of
the edge nodes.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient and outsourcing-
supported attribute-based access controlling encryption scheme
that reduces the computing load in the case of resource-
constrained devices. We transfer part of the encryption and
decryption load on to the edge nodes, and the update function
provides a method for updating the attributes. The proof of secu-
rity shows that our scheme is secure under the DBDH assumption.
Moreover, performance analysis shows that the computing load
of our encryption scheme is constantly on the data owner and the
data user. Therefore, it solves the problem that a resource-limited
device cannot perform a large number of computing operations.
At the same time, it shows that our encryption scheme is optimal
compared with the other three schemes. In the future, we will
consider adding verifiability to the scheme to improve the secu-
rity of data encryption and consider online and offline methods
to improve the efficiency of scheme encryption.
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